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complete in 2005. Rising 10
stories above Fifth Avenue,  the
tower will eventually house
500 people in 50 groups, rang-
ing from basic research to
applied technology. 

Maybe instead of a “temple
of science,” we’ll call this gran-
ite and limestone tower a
“mall of science.” It’s designed
for an easy flow of people (and
ideas) from place to place. And
the University hopes its labo-
ratories will spur commerce—
not shopping, but Pittsburgh’s
fecund biotech community.

Pitt will be the primary user of the labs, yet the
facilities also will be available for use by other
universities and local biotechnology firms.

Beginning at the top and working down,
BST3 will provide floors for research into new
drug therapies and pharmaceuticals; neuro-
science; stem cell and tissue engineering;
nanotechnology; proteomics; and computa-
tional biology. (That’s the high-performance
number-crunching that helps map genomes,
among lots of other dazzling applications.)

A major tenant of BST3 will be the
Pittsburgh Institute for Neurodegenerative
Diseases, a cross-disciplinary group estab-
lished by neurology professors Michael
Zigmond and Robert Moore and now headed
by Steven DeKosky. The institute is a magnet
for scientists intent on curing degenerative
diseases like Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s, and
amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. PIND has been
praised by the National Institutes of Health
for creating a new model for the study of the
diseases that kill nerve and brain cells: Rather
than having separate groups tackle individual
disorders, PIND brings researchers together
to work on a variety of diseases. The institute’s
work has already attracted two of the largest
gifts in the University’s history—$10.8 mil-
lion from the Scaife Family Foundation and
the DSF Charitable Foundation; that gift was
matched by UPMC.

In addition to these grants, the $188 million
cost of BST3 will be paid with University and
state funds, debt financing, and philanthropic
gifts. Pitt still must raise substantial funds in
gifts for construction.

Besides providing a home for PIND,
BST3 fills a strong need for additional space

for all of the health sciences, says Michelle
Broido, associate vice chancellor for basic bio-
medical research. Since 1997, NIH-funded
research at the University has nearly doubled,
but space for such research has increased more
slowly. (BST1 was completed in 1990; BST2
opened in 1996.) 

“Any time a new investigator moves in, or
an existing investigator develops a new tech-
nique, you have to move walls, move benches,
move fume hoods—very expensive and time-
consuming processes,” Broido says. BST3’s
innovative design will permit more flexibility
and economy when such moves are required. 

The tower will house unique technologies,
like very large, very strong superconducting
magnets necessary for research into areas such
as structural biology. Such technologies will
help Pitt recruit top-notch scientists; they’ll also
pose tricky design challenges for the tower’s archi-
tects (e.g., those big magnets can’t be placed next
to elevators)—challenges that are slightly more
heady than, say, designing a food court. ■
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W
hen the Greek-colonnaded Mellon
Institute opened in 1937, promi-
nent Pittsburghers lauded it as “a

temple of science.” The impressive building
on Fifth Avenue in Oakland was designed as
a place for research into the emerging tech-
nologies of the day—man-made chemical
compounds and atomic energy, for instance. 

From the Mellon Institute portico, visi-
tors will soon see another “temple of science”
rising a few blocks to the west. Rather than a
place for solving the problems of the chemi-
cal, steel, and energy industries, this addition
to the Oakland skyline will provide a home
for research into tissue engineering, the
rational design of drugs, nanoscience, and
neurological diseases—pursuits that would
have seemed far-fetched to the people at the
Mellon Institute in the 1930s.

The Biomedical
Science Tower 3 may
be the most complex
structure Pitt has
ever built, according
to University offi-
cials. Construction
of BST3—so named
to distinguish it
from the two current
Biomedical Science
Towers—should be
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G
ilbert Meyers Jr. (MD ’47) carries the “physi-
cian gene.” His late father, Gilbert Meyers Sr.

(MD ’17) attended Pitt, and four of his nine
children are MDs. Meyers’ own years in medical school
were shaped by World War II. He says his classmates in
the army were confined to barracks in the Cathedral of
Learning while he and other naval officer trainees got
the royal treatment, relatively speaking: As long as they
attended classes, the midshipmen could do as they
pleased. Recipients of the Class of ’47 scholarship are
under no obligation to join the navy, but they might
think of Meyers. His recent class reunion rekindled his
interest in his alma mater—and inspired him to donate
thousands to the scholarship fund. 

Last August, New York City lost a dedicated member of
its medical community: Benjamin F. Bryer (MD ’37).
Steven Zaretsky, chair of the New York County
Medical Society Special Committee on Workers’
Compensation, says Bryer, who was the vice chair,
attended every meeting—even after 20 years on the
committee. Bryer, Zaretsky remembers, sympathized
with the injured workers as he strived to improve the
state’s compensation laws. In the fall, a scholarship
funded by Bryer’s $100,000 endowment will be award-
ed to a needy medical student of high ethical standards
who plans to conduct research.  —SZ

Perhaps the most complex building Pitt has ever built
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